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no remarkable sensibility; he sheds no tears, he utters
no striking reflections. The movement in his mind is
strong, but not in the least peculiar or difficult to follow.
It is a conflict bctvrccn common honesty and the instincts
of the thief, a conflict in which the former, fighting at
great odds, gains a signal victory. Against all the might
of inveterate habit, and bad society, and a crushing
public prejudice, this man makes head, and by one great
effort forces his way back into the class of good citizens
and honest men. And this great but simple achievement
he gained power to perform, not through reflection and
reasoning, not through the eloquence of a preacher, not
through supernatural terrors, but through the cordial, re-
storing influence of Mercy. It was Mercy, which is not
Pity—a thing comparatively weak and vulgar—but Pity
and Resentment blended at the highest power of each,
the most powerful restorative agent known in the medicine
of the soul; it was Mercy that revealed itself in Christ's
words, the Pity slightly veiled under royal grace, the ec-
sentmcnt altogether unexpressed and yet not concealed
because already too surely divined and anticipated by the
roused conscience of the criminal. And Mercy, more
powerful than Justice, redeemed the criminal while it
judged him, increased his shame tenfold, but increased in
the same proportion the wish and courage to amend.
The second story describes the repentance of a woman.
It is a fragment. A woman fallen from virtue, we know
not who, entered a room in the house of a Pharisee who
was entertaining Christ. We know not particularly what
Christ had done for her, but we can conclude generally
that he haft roused her conscience as ho did that of
Zacchoeus, that he had restored her to virtue by giving

